
 

 

GREEN COFFEE REPORT 

BDCS CUPPING: 82 

FLAVOR NOTES: Lemon Juiciness, Green Grape, Mild Sweetness, Clean Finish 

ORIGIN:  Colombia 

REGION:  Huila 

PRODUCER:  Small-holder Farmers 

FARM:   Small—holder Farms 

VARIETY:  Caturra, Castillo, Colombia 

PROCESS:  Washed 

ELEVATION:  1500 meters 

HARVEST:  Year Round 

FARM NOTES:     
Ally Importers Core Coffee program features green coffees which represent the classic profiles of some 
of the world’s best known coffee origins. Core Coffees—like Palmera from Colombia—are named for 
their respective origin’s national tree, celebrating the culture and the natural environment from which 
they came. 

Colombia boasts hundreds of microclimates from its Caribbean coast in the north to its equatorial 
highlands in the south. Palmera highlights the coffee produced throughout the Huila department of the 
country with a clean and sweet profile that represents the work and skill of the smallholder producers 
who call the region home. 

Huila occupies the Central and Eastern ranges of the Colombian Andes, which are separated in the 
Department by the Magdalena River. Its geography provides a variety of climatic conditions and 
elevations, contributing to the range of microclimates that producers enjoy on their farms. Thanks to 
the terroir created by these microclimates and the nitrogen-rich soil across the coffee growing areas of 
the Department, coffees from Huila have an earned reputation for quality and consistency. 
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REGION:  

Huila 

The Colombian Department of Huila is located in the southern portion of the country where the Central 
and Eastern ranges of the Andes mountains converge. Huila’s capitol city of Neiva is dry, flat, and desert-
like, markedly different from the coffee regions further south. 

Centered around the city of Pitalito, Huila’s coffee farms are predominately smallholder owned and over 
the past ten years have made consorted efforts to produce specialty coffee that reveals the full 
character of the region’s terroir. Selective manual harvesting, attentive processing, and careful post-
harvest sorting all contribute to increasing recognition of the region. 

Huila’s Departmental coffee committee, the local connection to the national Colombian Coffee Growers 
Federation, has invested notable resources into training producers in everything from fertilization to 
roasting. This, combined with producer enthusiasm, has created a regional culture of quality-focused 
production. 

Huila holds important historic significance dating back to pre-Columbian cultures. The archeological site 
at San Augustin includes a large number of stone carvings, figures, and artifacts that offer a rare glimpse 
into the land’s past prior to 

 

 

Source: Ally Coffee 


